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Task objective (from DoW)
-

Transforming HAB detection method into an operational tool

-

Region specific training of HAB classifier for different harmful phytoplankton species

-

Integration of developed tool into the satellite data processing chain at PML

Scope of this document
This document provides technical details of the HAB detection method developed within the AQUAUSERS project. The methodology for HAB detection has been developed in Task 3.3 and will be
documented in Deliverable 3.3 “HAB detection methods report”. This document describes user
requirements; the concept of HAB detection tool; the input, output and data storage formats;
programming language; testing and validation process; software implementation of training and
detection algorithms; integration into a satellite data processing chain at PML.

Abstract
The implementation of the HAB detection tool is based on the methodology being developed in Task
3.3. The constructed prototype of the HAB tool has been tested on MERIS data, correctly identifying
89% of Phaeocystis globosa HABs in the southern North Sea and 88% of Karenia mikimotoi blooms in
the western English Channel. The tool can be easily extended to new HAB species, new regions and
sensors without modifying its architecture or program code.
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EO

Earth Observation
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Harmful Algal Bloom
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Inherent Optical Properties
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Linear Discriminant Analysis
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MEdium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
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Ocean Land Colour Instrument

Rrs

Remote Sensing Reflectance

SDA

Stepwise Discriminant Analysis

List of related documents
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1

Introduction

Information about harmful algal blooms is considered as highly important and valuable for
management in the aquaculture industry. In high concentrations harmful algae may cause
respiratory irritation for humans, shellfish neurotoxic poisoning, fish mortality and can lead to
significant economic losses by damaging fish farms (Stumpf et al., 2003; Miller et al., 2006).
Consequently, significant efforts were put in AQUA-USERS towards timely detection of HAB events
and providing this information along with other parameters of water quality to the users of
aquaculture sites to assists them in taking management decisions. The HAB detection method, being
developed in Task 3.3, uses spectral measurements of water leaving radiance to estimate
harmfulness of algal blooms. It employs a fully automatic data-driven approach to identify key
characteristics of water leaving radiances and derived quantities, and to classify pixels into
“harmful”, “non-harmful” and “no bloom” categories. This report (Task 4.2) describes the software
implementation of the HAB detection method. The HAB tool has been created that utilises a set of
functions required for training the HAB method on different species and sensors., such as Sentinel-3
OLCI. Classification of satellite measurements into harmful and non-harmful categories and
generation of HAB risk maps for aquaculture sites are carried out by processing historical data or
data delivered in near-real time as part of satellite data processing chain at PML.
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2

Requirement analysis

The questionnaire being developed and analysed in details in Deliverable 2.1 “Initial user
requirements” clearly indicates the importance for HAB information for site selection and managing.
More than 50% of users, who participated in questionnaire, applied analysis of harmful algal species
for monitoring of their sites. The monitoring was carried out mostly by analysis of water samples
under the microscope on a weekly basis. More than one harmful species were monitored on
aquaculture sites and many users need more efficient and cheap monitoring technique to access
information about harmful species on a regular basis. The questionnaire also demonstrated that
users prefer to use maps for site selection tasks.
The access to historical data from the users’ sites and developed indicators of HAB stored in the EO
data archive is regulated by the data policy specified in Deliverable 2.6. The document introduces
three levels of sensitivity for the project data. As specified in Deliverable 2.2 “Satellite data
infrastructure blue print”, the HAB risk maps generated by HAB tool are stored in the EO archive and
will be accessed by users through the Web Portal. The authentication and restricted data access can
be implemented when the users connect to the Web Portal.
The satellite data that will be processed to generate HAB risk maps are stored in the EO data archive.
This includes MERIS Rrs products, relevant flags (land-water, clouds, coastline, etc.) and water quality
products based on different Inherent Optical Property (IOP) algorithms optimised for the water type
of each study region. The format of satellite EO data was specified in Deliverable 2.2 “Satellite data
infrastructure blue print”. The EO data are stored in NetCDF version 4 file format and comply with
the key remote sensing standards – the Climate and Forecast (CF) Conventions and the Unidata
NetCDF discovery metadata conventions (CF Metadata, 2014). The OLCI Sentinel 3 data processed to
Levels 3 and 4 will also follow the same file format. This unified format will simplify access to EO data
archive and data import into the HAB detection application.
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HAB tool design

The HAB classification tool implements HAB discrimination techniques described in Kurekin et al. (
2014). It uses a fully automatic data-driven approach to identify key characteristics of remote sensing
reflectance (Rrs) and derived quantities. The selected characteristics are then automatically classified
into “harmful”, “not harmful” and “no bloom” categories. The tool can be trained on different HAB
species and can be extended handle data from new ocean colour sensors. Applied to satellite images
the HAB tool produces HAB risk maps being used for optimisation of site selection in case study 1 and
generation of daily management decisions for aquaculture sites in case studies 2 and 3.

3.1

Feature selection

The main stages of the training procedure are illustrated in Figure 1. This includes selection and
identification of training image scenes, sampling training data, feature selection and training the LDA
classifier. Classification of training data is based on in situ sampling and visual interpretation (Miller
et al., 2006) of ocean colour scenes and chlorophyll-a products.
The tool uses remote sensing reflectance Rrs( ) measurements at the available spectral bands as
the main features to discriminate HAB species in water. The inherent optical properties (IOPs) of
natural water bodies, such as the total absorption a( ) and backscattering bb ( ) coefficients are
applied as additional features to improve the discrimination efficiency.
Additional features derived from the spectral ratio of two neighbouring wavelengths are used in the
classifier to improve robustness to sensor calibration and atmospheric correction errors as well as to
overcome limitations of linear classifiers (Duda et al., 2001). These features are calculated as the
spectral ratios of reflectances RRrs (i, j )  Rrs(i ) / Rrs( j ) , absorption Ra (i, j )  a(i ) / a( j ) and
backscatter Rb (i, j )  bb (i ) / bb ( j ) .

SDA

Rrs(),
a(), bb(),
ratios

Training classifier

Feature selection

Original features

Figure 1: The main stages of training HAB tool.

The features are calculated on a pixel by pixel basis forming a three dimensional array with the first
two dimensions corresponding to spatial coordinates and the third dimension corresponding to the
feature vector.
A reduced number of most important features are selected at the final stage in Figure 1 to improve
performance. This is achieved by applying a Stepwise Discriminant Analysis (SDA) algorithm
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implemented in the statistical package ‘klaR’ (Weihs et al., 2005). It uses the probability of correct
classification criterion to select the best combination of features iteratively by adding more
significant or removing less significant features one by one.

3.2

Classification method

Classification of satellite measurements is carried out on a pixel by pixel basis. For each pixel in the
satellite image the features selected at the training stage are calculated and processed by a Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) classifier (Duda et al., 2001; Bandos et al., 2009). The classifier estimates
probabilities of “harmful bloom”, “harmless bloom” and “no bloom” classes for each tested sample
using Bayes’ theorem (Duda et al., 2001). Assuming that the distribution of features is normal, the
probability for each class is calculated as
p (c i / x ) 

exp( 0.5 x  μ i



2

exp( 0.5 x  μ j

) P (c i )
2

, i  1..3 ,

(1)

) P (c j )

j 1..3

where x is a vector to be classified and i is the mean value of the i-th class in the discriminant
coordinate system. Here P(ci ) describes the prior probability for class ci . The denominator provides
the normalisation, such that the total probability to belong to one of the three classes always sums
to 1.0.
To reduce the false alarm rate for input data that do not match any of the trained categories we
introduced an additional “unknown” class. The probability for samples of this class is evaluated
separately by calculating the distance dmin between the input sample and the mean of the nearest
class, and finding the probability that for the samples of this class the distance is less than dmin. This
probability becomes higher when the distances from mean value i is increased, so it can be
considered as a measure of dissimilarity with the other three classes. Assuming that the distribution
2
2
of features is Gaussian, the probability of “unknown” class is calculated as p(cu / x)   cdf
(d min
, nd ) ,
2
where  cdf
(...) is a cumulative density function of chi-squared distribution and n d is the dimension

of the discriminant vector ( n d =2 for three classes). The “unknown” class is applied to identify areas
where the results of LDA classification are unreliable.
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4

Tool implementation

The HAB tool consists of two main functional modules. The first module has been developed for
training the HAB classifier to discriminate new HAB species or to extend it to new sensors. This
module implements functions for reading training data stored in a file, selecting features for HAB
classification, training LDA classifier and storing training results in the configuration file.
The second module is applied for processing satellite data and HAB classification. It implements
reading of satellite data from the EO data archive, classification of satellite images on pixel by pixel
basis, generating HAB risk maps and saving them in NetCDF4 or PNG files.
The modules have been implemented in the Python 2.7 programming language using object oriented
programming. The standard Python extension libraries have been applied to support operations with
NetCDF4 files, multi-dimensional array and matrixes, interaction with the statistical package ‘klaR’.
The block diagram of HAB tool is illustrated in Figure 2.
The design of HAB tool presented in Figure 2 is not final and will be extended by including
hyperspectral classification algorithm when hyperspectral measurements will become available for
harmful species provided by the laboratory experiment in Task 3.3 and WISP-3 sensor measurements
being carried out by the user community.

Library:
netCDF4

(Class: hyperspectral)

Library:
Image

Class: classifier

Package:
R

Class: lda_classifier

Library:
klaR

Module: cls_training

Module: cls_classifier

Training Dataset

Satellite Data

Figure 2:Block diagram of HAB tool

4.1

Training module

The training module is implemented as a Python script “cls_training”. It uses a command line
interface to specify input parameters:
-

the name for HAB species to discriminate (i.e. “karenia”, “phaeocystis”)
the name of sensor (i.e. “meris”)
the name of the training data file
the names of features applied for HAB classification (i.e. “Rrs_413”, “a_413_pml”,
“bb_510_pml”)
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Data for training the HAB classifier are stored in a text file as shown in Figure 3. Each row in the table
represents one sampling point in the satellite image. The information for sampling points is stored in
the columns:
- X, Y: coordinates of sampled data in the image
- Lat, Lon: latitude and longitude coordinates
- class: an integer code of algal species
- hab: the flag indicating harmfulness
- Rrs and IOP measurements for different bands
A graphical representation of the training module is given in Figure 4. The sequence of function calls
is indicated in Figure 4 by arrows. The main stages of training algorithm are implemented in function
train_classifier(…) of class “classifier”. It calls function “load_training_data(…)” to load training data
from file. This function returns measurements of Rrs( ) , a( ) and bb ( ) for the selected HAB
species. It also returns additional features calculated as spectral ratios of reflectances, absorption
and backscatter (see Section 3.1 for details). At the next stage the function “feature_selection(…)” is
called, which implements the SDA feature selection algorithm described in Section 3.1. The selected
features are returned by this function and then passed to the function “training_classifier(…)” to
train LDA classifier. The accuracy of training is evaluated by calling function
“cval_confusion_matrix(…)”, which returns a confusion matrix of HAB classifier estimated by crossvalidation method on training dataset.
At the final stage the configuration of the trained HAB classifier is stored in a text file by calling
function “save_configuration(…)”. The format of configuration file is shown in Figure 5. The file
contains: a list of class names; prior probabilities for classes; a list of automatically selected
classification features; the linear discriminant vector coefficients and mean vectors coefficients of
LDA classifier; the confusion matrix and total probability of correct classification estimated for the
training dataset.

Figure 3: The training data format
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Module:
cls_training

Class: classifier

Class: lda_classifier

train_classifier(…)

feature_selection(…)

load_training_data(…)

training_classifier(…)

cval_confusion_matrix(…)

save_configuration(…)

Figure 4: Graphical representation of HAB training module

Figure 5: Configuration file automatically generated by training module

4.2

Module for classification

The module for HAB classification has been implemented as a command line tool. It is written as a
Python script that accepts several arguments:
-

the name on classifier configuration file (see Figure 5)
the name of satellite data file (in NetCDF4 format)
additional options for the output HAB risk map

Graphical representation of the module is shown in Figure 6. Main stages of image classification are
implemented in the function “classify_image(…)” defined within class “classifier”. It calls the function
“load_configuration” to load the configuration of HAB classifier and the function
“read_rsg_image(…)” to load data from the EO data archive in NetCDF format. These data are stored
in a numpy array and then processed pixel by pixel by the function “classify(…)”. The probability of
“no bloom”, “harmless bloom” and “harmful bloom” is estimated for image pixels and stored in a
numpy array. This function also estimates probability of “unknown” class as described in Section 3.2.
The arrays are then converted into HAB risk maps by the function “save_classified_image(…)”. HAB
risk maps, generated for each class, are presented as a palette-based 8-bit images in the Portable
Network Graphics (PNG) or NetCDF format with the estimated probabilities 0..1 mapped to 0..255
pixel values.
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Module:
cls_classifier

Class: classifier

Class: lda_classifier

classify_image(…)

load_configuration(…)

read_rsg_image(…)

classify(…)

save_classified_image(…)
Figure 6: Graphical representation of HAB classification module

To simplify visual analysis of the classification results a colour composite HAB risk map is generated
that represents probabilities of “harmful bloom”, “harmless bloom” and “no bloom” classes using a
combination of red, green and blue primary colour components respectively, with the “unknown”
class shown in grey. The values of red, green and blue components of a colour image are calculated
as
R  ( p hab  (1  pun )  0.5  pun )  255
G  ( p hl  (1  pun )  0.5  pun )  255 ,
B  ( p nob  (1  pun )  0.5  pun )  255

(2)

where phab , p hl , pnob and pun are the risks of the respective classes. The saturation of colours in
the composite map depends on the probability of the “unknown” class and for pun  1 the colour will
be grey with R  G  B  128 . For high risk of “harmful bloom” and low probability of “unknown”
class the colour will be red.
The HAB risk maps generated by the classification script are stored in the EO data archive in NetCDF
format and will be accessed through the AQUA-USERS web portal. This imposes additional
requirements on the data that will be displayed by the Web Portal. To fulfil these requirements,
colour composite HAB risk maps, consisting of R, G and B components, will be converted into a onecomponent image with a palette. The palette will be optimized to display colour HAB risk maps with
minimal distortions of colour in the original image.

4.3

Integration into the satellite data processing chain at PML

The developed HAB tool is configured for different operation areas, HAB species or sensors by simply
changing its configuration file. This makes it simple to use for batch processing of historical MERIS
data stored in the EO data archive and for integration into a satellite data processing chain
developed by PML for near real time generation of HAB risk maps. The processing chain has been
built around the SeaDAS data analysis system, proprietary modules in Python, C and C++ code, UNIX
and Linux shell scripting languages. It is run on the Linux-based Sun Grid Engine that consists of 3
redundant master nodes and 72 computing nodes connected via Gigabit Ethernet to one another
and approaching one petabyte of network attached storage.
The HAB tool was integrated into the PML processing chain and is called from a wrapper script
“65_hab_classify.py” written in Python. The wrapper script controls the process priority of in the Grid
Engine queue, automatically selects the HAB tool configuration file depending on sensor type and
area name, supports logging by saving HAB tool messages to a file.

4.4

Testing and validation

The HAB tool has been tested on historical events of Karenia mikimotoi HAB being observed in the
Western English Channel area. The Karenia mikimotoi training data were selected by visually
analysing and labelling Karenia bloom events that occurred in years 2002-2004 in the MERIS images
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(see Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.). The labelled bloom regions in MERIS scenes were
subsampled to produce a training dataset. The training data have been stored in a separate file, as
shown in Figure 3. These data have been used for training HAB classifier to discriminate Karenia
bloom. The classifier performance was estimated on training data by using cross-validation method
with the total probability of correct classification Pt>87%.
Validation of the HAB tool was based on an analysis of a Karenia bloom in the Western English
Channel in June-July 2010. The MERIS scene on 26 June 2010 was processed by the HAB tool
configured to discriminate Karenia species. The Karenia HAB risk map generated by the HAB tool is
shown in Figure 7. The map clearly demonstrates the presence of HAB in the Western English
Channel to the east of Northern Brittany and Cornwall. In Figure 7 this region is shown in red
indicating high risk of HAB while the other areas with low risk are shown in green and blue.
The HAB tool will be tested and validated on Phaeocistis globosa species when MERIS satellite data
for the Southern North Sea will become available by WI. The scenes for validation of Phaeocistis
globosa blooms will be selected in Task 3.3 by analysis of in-situ data obtained in 2003-2008 by
measurement stations positioned along the Dutch coastal zone.

- HAB risk

- harmless
- no bloom
- unknown

Figure 7: Karenia HAB risk map, 26 June 2010
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5

Conclusions

This report presents the implementation of the HAB detection tool that will be used for processing
historical MERIS data archive to generate HAB risk maps for the users’ aquaculture sites. The tool has
been integrated into the PML near real time processing chain, so that it can be used for processing
Sentinel-3 OLCI data when they will become available. It has been successfully tested on Karenia
mikimotoi bloom event in the Western English Channel in summer 2010.
The proposed implementation of HAB tool is not final and will be extended for the WISP-3 sensor
when sufficient amount of hyperspectral measurements of HAB will be collected by the project
partners. Alternatively the experimental measurements will be provided by the laboratory HAB
measurement experiment being carried out in Tasks 3.3 and 3.5.

Table 1: The scenes used for training and independent testing of HAB tool

Region

Date

Sensor

Bloom types

19,22,28 July 2002,

MERIS

K. mikimotoi

MERIS

K. mikimotoi

MERIS

K. mikimotoi

MERIS

K mikimotoi

Training scenes
UK Southwest Approaches

16 August 2002
UK Southwest Approaches

20,25 June 2003,
1,7 July 2003,
11 August 2003

UK Southwest Approaches

10,22,23 July 2004,
30 August 2004,
2 September 2004

Validation scenes
UK Southwest Approaches

22,26 June 2010
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